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1. Overview of the Hotel Sector
Singapore is characterised by a wide variety of hotel
selections with 400 properties, 63,000 rooms and 33,000
individuals support the industry.
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Figure 1: About the Hotel Industry
Source:
https://www.stb.gov.sg/industries/hotels/Documents/STB
%20FactSheetTransforming%20Hotel%20Industry%20for%20Sustainabl
e%20Growth.PDF?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
Staying ahead of the competition requires a change in the
hotel industry to provide what travelers want.
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In the Singapore Hotel Industry Transformation Map provides the focus areas to transform the hotel
industry for sustainable growth as:
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation
Manpower
Internationalisation
Partnership
Productivity

Figure 2: Hotel Industry Transformation Map
Source: https://www.stb.gov.sg/industries/hotels/Documents/STB%20FactSheetTransforming%20Hotel%20Industry%20for%20Sustainable%20Growth.PDF?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupp
ort=1

2. Challenges and Opportunities
These are challenges and corresponding opportunities to impact consumer satisfaction and the local hotel
industry:
1. Changing customers’ expectations: Change the way of customer engagement to meet customer
expectations, particularly that of millennials.
2. Growing global hotel industry: Local companies can take advantage of global hotel industry growth by
growing revenue through internationalisation.
3. Topline and bottom-line growth is affected by increasingly competitive landscape: Innovate operations
that enhance profit and productivity.
4. Good career opportunities and jobs: Provide attractive opportunities for personnel to advance and
enjoy a career in the hotel industry.
5. Slower workforce growth: Earnest pursuit of productivity driven growth.

All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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Figure 3: Key Challenges and Opportunities
Source: https://www.stb.gov.sg/industries/hotels/Documents/STB%20FactSheetTransforming%20Hotel%20Industry%20for%20Sustainable%20Growth.PDF?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1

A significant purpose of the Hotel Industry Transformation Map (refer to Figure 1) is to show how hotels
can achieve business transformation through competitive industry, work-ready manpower, and close
partnership with individuals and agencies that can get the tasks done. Some ways to do this are:
1. Strong pipeline of deep-skilled workforce and talent.
2. Profitability and productivity through lean business models.
3. Innovation resulting in enhanced business processes and guest experiences.
4. Increased internationalism through business growth,
5. Closer partnerships between hotel industry, stakeholders, government, and unions.
Although more than 35,000 people are employed in the hotel and accommodation services industry in
Singapore, there are over 2000 empty positions. The demand for manpower comprised several
positions throughout the industry. As an example, 40% of the vacancies are for professionals,
managers, executives and technicians (PMETs).
2.1 Why is it important to search for and train hotel employees now?
The industry is growing every year, creating open positions at new hotels and resulting in empty
spaces at others as workers seek promotions and better opportunities elsewhere. The industry must be
prepared to reinvent and transform itself through manpower lean innovation and productivity.

All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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Suggested methods of change include:
1.

Use of mobile technology

Certain Singapore hotels have introduced fast, simple check in and out with the use of e-concierge.
The change frees staff to act in areas such as guest service ambassadors by delivering personalised
service to guests at respective hotels.

Figure 4: E-Concierge providing personalized services for hotel guests
Source: http://www.galles.it/en/services/
2.

Lean solutions such as robotics

Suggestions include a smart bartender in a concoction bar and a linen robot within the guest room. This
leaves human staff free to do higher value, creative work. Standard International’s CEO and managing
partner Amar Lalvani states that the biggest changes in today’s industry are driven by new technologies.
An example is a supply problem created by alternative accommodation like Airbnb. The challenge is not
as threatening as long as consumers associate acceptable accommodations with hotels. The problem
will arise as most consumers start thinking of facilities like Airbnb before conventional hotels for their
vacation and business lodging.

Figure 5: Perfect Drink App-Controlled Smart Bartending
Source: http://www.gadgetreview.com/perfect-drink-app-controlled-smart-bartending-review
All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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3.
Online travel agencies like Priceline and Expedia are additional challenges to the hotel
industry. A leader in online booking space acquisitions, they receive a hefty cut in commissions that
represents revenue once earmarked for hotels.
4.
Management must concentrate on developing and displaying forward-looking strategies. The
following areas promote hotel services and productivity.
a. Optimise website.
b. Invest in people, including employees, customers, and management.
c. Promote a positive online reputation by addressing negative comments and reports.
d. Use the proper analysis for any situation.
e. Focus on costs by spending money wisely.

3. Enablers & Disruptive Technologies to Boost Productivity in the Sector
In a recent survey, 36 percent of millennials replied they like to work in hotel lobby areas rather than
hotel rooms. The camaraderie, such as it is, is known as isolated togetherness and identified by
individuals accessing their smartphones, iPhones, and laptops amidst other people engaged in the
same action. Just 17 percent of non-millennials selected that option. The same percentage of
millennials chose automated self-service check-in kiosks and leaned towards mobile check-ins. Only 19
percent of non-millennials preferred self-service kiosks.
Other ways hotels support the desires of millennials include the smart-concierge, accessible through
smartphone apps and social media. One example is booking rooms through social media. Yotel lets
guests check-in on arrival using self-service kiosks. In some areas, Marriott offers the opportunity for
guests to check-in and enter their room using their smartphones. Hyatt’s twitter based concierge
service provides guests with 24/7 hotel staff communication.
Singapore’s hotel industry started transforming operations with strategies for sustainable growth during
the past few years. Nine hotels were recognised at the 32nd Productivity Seminar. Actions put in place
included placing plums instead of grapes in hotel room fruit bowls. It took less time to wash and dry the
plums. Folding napkins differently reduced the time required by the previous directives. Revising
labour-intensive practices such as these saved over 32,500 annual man-hours.
The Government has offered possible tech solutions as possible ways for hotels to improve productivity
despite the manpower shortage. Crowne Plaza Changi Airport, for example, is considering the
possibility of allowing guest check-ins using their mobile device. It benefits the customer, who can
bypass the line at the front counter. The practice permits front counter employees to assist other guests
and help in other areas of the hotel.
The hotel industry is concerned about public response to impersonal services like hotel check-in kiosks
and the message sent by using digital self-service. Does it really take away from the industry’s human
aspect? Elevator operators were replaced years ago without a negative effect. Nearly all guests accept
digital operations as part of everyday operations in every business.
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Figure 6a: Marriott Mobile App: Mobile Checkin & Checkout
Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzFdZ_FVv
rM

Figure 6b: NEXT Hotels app: Self
Service Check-In
Source: http://hotels.nexthotels.com/next/nexttechnology

Five standards show how self-service improves guest experience and hotel operations and
productivity:
a. Practice self-service, not lack of service.
b. Let staff focus on what matters most.
c. Maximise upsell and revenue opportunities during self check-in.
d. Embrace system interoperability
e. Correct guest data in your system
5.

Possible Immediate Actions

Ten ways to redirect efforts and reach sustainable growth include:
1.

Embrace change by encouraging innovation, leadership conferences and seminars, and
learning from best practices.

2.

Introduce and adhere to progressive HR practices by redesigning current job functions at your
hotel. Make positions inviting, appealing, and upward bound.

3.

Tap digital and mobile technology to increase guest experience and brand loyalty.

4.

Let technology work for you. Invest in solutions that achieve operational efficiency.

5.

Pool resources with other hotels. Share the use of special-events facilities, pools, and
restaurants. The result is enhanced work, efficiency, and better cost management.

6.

Increase revenue management and digital marketing capabilities through solutions that offer
enhanced customer insights and maximised revenue.

Adopt new and redesign current business processes and models. Self-service check-in kiosks and
laundry drop-offs help streamline work and make guests feel more at-home. Creative ideas such as
speedy check-in put the guest in the driver’s seat. They can choose to bypass the front desk by
heading to a kiosk for check in. Other customers may prefer to wait in line and engage in conversation
with the hospitality representative. Offering both types of services builds customer satisfaction and the
overall guest experience.
All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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7.

Use data analytics to improve productivity by forecasting demands in job functions like
housekeeping and front office.

8.

Develop a strong workforce by training staff on what’s required for the job. Create training
plans that follow a career progression and development framework.

9.

Strengthen the brand equity and company capabilities of your hotel through energetic, relaxed
hospitality style for leisure travelers and independent business.

5. Case Studies
5.1 Global (Japan) Henn-na Hotel
Productivity and functionality are appropriate words for the world’s first robot-staffed hotel. Guests
enjoy opening doors with face identity instead of a plastic card or key. Japan’s Henn-na Hotel is an
adventure into the future, where robots and humans share tasks to reduce expenses and improve the
experience of a trip away from home.
The high-tech hotel opened in the summer of 2015. The dream of owners of the Japanese theme park
Huis ten Bosch, it was designed to address the manpower shortage in Japan’s hotel industry. Guests
observe robots washing the windows as a Roomba cleans floors. Up to 15 kg of luggage can be stored
in the cloakroom by a specially built robot.
Robotics at the check-in desk consists of a female humanoid and two robot dinosaurs.
recognition is used to check in. Guests place their luggage on a robot trolley, which delivers it
correct room. A face scanner identifies the guest(s) and opens the door to a very typical hotel
Voice recognition lets the interior robot, Chun-chan, update the guest on the weather, serve
alarm clock, and turn the light off and on.

Voice
to the
room.
as an

To provide an efficient, low-cost hotel, extras like television and minibars were unavailable when Hennna opened. Customer complaints led to them being installed. The concept of low prices remains while
providing efficient service as befits a hotel of the future.

Figure 7: Henn-na: productivity and functionality
Source: http://m.hospitalitynet.org/news/4079199.html
All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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5.2 Local (Singapore) Park Avenue Rochester: Integration of Robots to Improve Guest
Experience
At Park Avenue Rochester in Singapore, robotics enabled the hotel to appease the manpower shortage
in housekeeping and improve guest experience, productivity, and workplace health and safety
standards.
Actions to achieve targeted areas where robots could help rather than replace humans required design
and mapping, fabrication and integration, and finally a work process redesign and test.
Anticipated results included savings, robotic labor to transport heavy and bulky items, interaction with
guests, and improved morale of staff. Annual labour savings of three full time employees by adding
robots to the workforce was a particularly important goal.

Techi – the housekeeping robot

This Techi robot with eyes, which can deliver
room-service orders on its own, will join the
team at Park Avenue Rochester Hotel in two
weeks. The hotel's other two Techi robots,
which started work last month, can together
perform the job of three full-time workers in a
year. All three use driverless technology and
can be controlled via a tablet
Source:http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/
meet-techi-the-new-housekeeping-wizard

Figure 8: Park Avenue Rochester: Integration Of Robots to Improve Guest Experience.
Source:
https://www.stb.gov.sg/industries/hotels/Documents/Park%20Avenue%20Rochester_%20Integration%
20of%20Robot%20to%20Improve%20Guest%20Experience.pdf?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
The 311 rooms and suites of Singapore Hotel Park Avenue Rochester wanted to attract and retain
hospitality talents. Like other local hotels, the manpower shortage affected its operations. At the same
time, management saw the opportunity to embrace state-of-the-art technology to improve guest
experience. The adoption of robotics began in July 2015. Certain hospitality operations were targeted
according to need and the ability to develop a robot to handle the skill.

All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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Housekeeping had to carry or move soiled and clean linen to several levels of floors for many hours
each day. Linen management and cargo lift suffered a bottleneck during peak hours. It resulted in
additional time cleaning rooms and strain on the staff. The housekeeping trolley reached as much as
50kg.
The opportunity to reduce physical strain on housekeepers while improving processes of operation was
identified.
The Singapore Tourism Board’s (STB) Business improvement Fund supported the hotel’s redesign of
workflow for pickup of soiled and clean line to include a robot. This enhanced productivity of the backof-house transportation tasks. The robot also fulfils the task of delivering ad-hoc amenities to guest
rooms, when requested. Guest report more satisfaction and a pleasant experience in dealing with the
robot.
Key stops included design and mapping, - Multiple external vendors joined in on the redesign and
overhaul of processes. The intuitive robots are easy to use. They are autonomous intelligent vehicles
designed to avoid obstacles, decide the best way to complete a task, and safely and correctly handle
material. They work safely alongside people and can be deployed in fleets. They were designed and
built to fit the needs of the hotel, including height and weight considerations and load carrying capacity.
The cost for each robot, including dispatch system, was $100,000. The project period started in July
2105 and ended September 2016. Fabrication and integration covered concerns such as:
Fulltime network connectivity through WiFi was added throughout the back-of-house. Cargo lift
integration and communication established for robot travel in the hotel. Doors are modified and
automated with movement detectors, granting seamless travel to robots. Trolleys are customised to fit
operational needs.
Workflow was redesigned to deliver the best results for the robot system. The most important changes
are:
•
Major moving of heavy and bulky items shifted to late night. This significantly reduces daytime
lift congestion
•
Trash and soiled linen collection rescheduled to maximise robot utilisation.
•
Vendor delivery schedules shifted to enhance and smooth back-of-house operations, efficiency
and productivity.
•
Validation included testing of all robot interfaces to confirm benefits of the new system and to
identify possible disadvantages of robot in the future. Staff learned the robot technology is
designed to help rather than replace them.
•
The hotel trained staff on how to operate the robot, as well as providing reasons to be receptive
to the new technology.
Manpower needs have been reduced by eliminating time once spent on waiting and traveling.
Productivity capability increased from 4.1 trips (manual manpower) per hour to 7.9 trips per hour (robot
capability). Employee morale has increased and job injury has decreased. Room attendants have time
to interact with guests and focus on quality control. Robots can help with daily operations such as
collecting trash bags and bulky items and delivering bottled water to guests when requested.

All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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6.

Conclusion

With the hotel industry growing every year and the challenge in filling in employment positions, the
industry must be prepared to reinvent and transform itself through manpower lean innovation and
productivity. Take affirmative action to review the recommendations in the Hotel Industry
Transformation Map to access how your hotel can leverage it and government funding available to
achieve business transformation. Be creative in leveraging the use of technology in enhancing hotel
guest experience.

All rights reserved, Singapore Productivity Association 2017.
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Recommended Readings

Title
Author(s)
Publisher
Year of Publication
ISBN
Title
Author(s)
Publisher
Year of Publication
ISBN
Title
Author(s)
Year of Publication
Website

The Heart of Hospitality: Great Hotel and Restaurant Leaders Share Their
Secrets
Micah Solomon
SelectBooks
2016
978-1590793787
The Analytic Hospitality Executive: Implementing Data Analytics in Hotels and
Casinos
Kelly A. McGuire
Wiley and SAS Business Series
2016
978-1119129981
Hotel Business Review
Various Industry Leaders
1996-2017
http://hotelexecutive.com/business_review/5130/use-new-technology-to-deliverauthentic-hospitality

Publications which are in the holdings of the National Library or Public Libraries are denoted by [call
number] at the end of each reference. Please check the library's online catalogue to confirm the
availability.
.
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